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These materials are designed to give students the opportunity to practice using 
money for real-world grocery materials.  For effective independence in the 
community, students need to know how to determine if they have enough money 
to make purchases at stores.  The primary shopping site for adults is the grocery 
store.  This requires that they understand how to find the prices in the store, 
how to navigate sales flyers and potentially to use coupons effectively.  This set 
of activities integrates a variety of functional literacy and math skills including 
identifying relevant information in sales flyers and coupons (e.g., expiration 
dates, limits of sales), applying sale discounts and coupon promotions, knowing 
the brand to buy that matches the sale, and multiplying prices by number of 
items purchased and adding prices for a total.  It also includes activities for 
writing checks and determining if there is enough money to make the purchases 
on the list.  These materials can be used with flyers from your local stores as 
well using the included blank shopping lists, blank checks and registers, a coupon 
file folder activity and the coupon task cards 1-6 that can apply to any coupon.  
Students can also use the shopping list format to make a list for community-
based trips and plan purchases before visiting the store.  While not all students 
will be able to make change, many students can still make purchases at the 
grocery store by using the next dollar strategy.  Next dollar strategies can be 
practiced on the worksheets in which the students identify what bill combinations 
they need to make the purchases listed.
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Extension Activities:
• Have students use a local store flyer to find items on sale from a shopping list
• Create you own shopping list for the students to find the prices in Pete’s Grocery 

Store with the flyers and coupons
• Have students use real (or fake) money to make the purchases from the shopping 

lists in the product or ones you create on your own. 
• Use real (or fake) money to have students practice making or receiving change for 

purchases from the shopping lists
• Create a shopping list for a cooking activity in the classroom and use local flyers and 

price lists from your local store to determine the amount of money needed
• Create a shopping list for a community-grocery trip and have students determine 

prices and the amount of money they will need before you go
• Create a shopping list and have the students find the items in the community grocery 

store
• Create a shopping list and have the students find the items and their prices in the 

community store
• Using coupons and flyers from local stores, have students use the shopping list on a 

community-based shopping trip
• Set up a mock grocery store in your classroom using empty containers and use the 

materials to practice making purchases from a cashier
• Print the grocery store pages as posters and put them in the classroom for students 

to practice walking down the aisles and locating needed items before a community-
based grocery trip.

The following skills can be addressed and practiced with these materials:
• Locating prices in the grocery aisle

• Locating relevant information in sales flyers (functional literacy; environmental print)
• Locating relevant information in coupons (functional literacy, environmental print)

• Multiplication of prices to determine total for multiple items

• Adding totals of items

• Making a shopping list and determining if you have enough money to make the 
purchases (budgeting)

• Applying discounts from coupons and sales

• Check-writing

• Next dollar skills in determining the bills needed to cover a purchase

• Making change from purchases



Included in this package are:
• A grocery store with dairy, bakery, meat counter, dry goods, and frozen food areas 

with prices

• 5 worksheets with pictures for finding prices of single items in the store 

• 84 task cards for multiplying prices of multiple items from the grocery store (e.g., 3 
pears)

• A 3-page sale flyer for Pete’s Grocery Store

• 3 worksheets focusing on functional reading skills in flyers (with and without word 
banks)

• 30 coupons including discounts and buy-one-get-one-free (BOGO) offers

• 128 task cards for calculating and answering questions about using the coupons

• A file folder activity that coupons can be used with to change out and answer general 
questions about the coupon chosen

• 10 worksheets with 2 or 3 items to find in the price in the store, the sale price and 
any relevant coupons and then add the total.  Using the total, students will write a 
check and subtract the amount from a checking account balance.  

• 10 worksheets using the same items of the worksheets above, students will circle the 
bill combinations they can use to make the purchase and make change from a total 
given to the clerk.

• 15 print-and-go worksheets that include 6-10 item shopping lists.  Students can find 
the prices in the store, add any applicable sale flyer prices and coupons and find the 
total.  

• 1 blank shopping list that you can fill in for the students to determine prices from the 
store, flyers and coupons.  Students can also use this on their own to plan shopping 
trips.

• Blank sheets with checks and registers for use with the shopping lists.

• A visual set of directions for completing the shopping list worksheets.

• Answer keys for task cards and worksheets



Directions for Making Materials
Laminate the grocery store pages or put them in page protectors.  They can be stored in a 
notebook or placed  in clear picture frame holders to create a standing grocery store, 
depending on how you want to use them.  You may want to make multiple copies so more 
than one student can work with it at a time.

Put the flyers in either page protectors or laminate them.  You may want multiple copies for 
more than one student to work at a time.

Cut out and laminate the coupons.  You may want to make 2 copies so they can be used 
with the file folder and the different worksheets/ task cards.

Cut out and laminate the task cards so they be used with dry erase markers.   You can also 
put them in photo books if laminate isn’t an option.

Laminate the directions for the shopping list worksheets for student reference.

The worksheets can just be copied  / printed and you are ready to go.  Or you can laminate 
them and re-use them.
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1 Flyers and 3 Grocery Store Flyer Worksheets
Students can complete the 3 Pete’s Grocery Store Flyers (with and without word banks) 
using the Pete’s Grocery Store flyers for functional literacy.  

Grocery Store, 5 Grocery 
Prices Worksheets & 84 
Grocery Price Task Cards

Students can complete the Grocery Store Prices  
worksheets and the yellow (G1-84)() task cards  
using just the grocery store prices.  Answer keys 
are provided based on store prices.  You could also 
have them use the coupons and/or flyers to 
determine the cost as an adaptation.



Master Price List
A 3-page master price list with the store price, the sales flyer price, and coupon discounts  
is included to facilitate extension activities and creation of your own shopping lists.

30 Coupons, 1 File Folder Activity and 128 Coupon 
Task Cards

The green-bordered grocery store task cards (1-128) can be used with the coupons 
alone.  Cards 1-6 are designed to be used with any coupons and include information like 
finding the expiration date and identifying where the coupon can be used.  These cards 
could be used with coupons from your local stores.  Cards 7-128 focus on using specific 
coupons for items and ask students to identify prices and determine discounts.  The 
coupons can also be used with the General Coupon File Folder Activity.  The page of the 
activity is glued into a file folder and then you can Velcro different coupons on for 
students to answer questions about it.  This allows the file folder to change over time so 
students can’t memorize the answers.  This can also be used with local coupons.



20 Shops @ Pete’s Worksheets
These 1worksheets include two different types of 
activities. On 10 worksheets students determine prices for 
2-3 items based on the store prices, the flyer prices and 
the relevant coupons.  Using the worksheet they determine 
the total amount needed to purchase the items on the list.  
They then write a check for that amount and determine 
the remaining balance in a check register on one sheet.    

Using the same item list on 10 more worksheets, they circle 
the denominations of bills needed to make the purchase.  
For instance, if the price is $7.35 they could circle $5, $1, 
$1 or $5, $5 or $10 if all of those options are available.  
The focus is to help them determine how to take money 
from their wallet to make a purchase accurately.  Given a 
total they then determine the change the person would 
receive.  For instance, if Darla gives the clerk $10 how 
much change should she get back?

Each worksheet has an answer key included.



15 Pre-made Shopping List 
Worksheets and 1 Blank

These worksheets provide pre-made shopping lists 
with 5-11 items listed.  The students can use the 
included visual directions to find the regular store 
price, the sale price on the flyer (if it is on sale), and 
any applicable coupon discount.  Students then 
calculate the total for each item and add up the 
total for the shopping trip.  You then assign them a 
specific amount of money from a budget and have 
them tell you if they have enough to buy everything 
on the list.

Each  premade worksheet has an answer key 
included.

A blank shopping list is included as well so you can 
make up new shopping lists.  Or have the students 
create a shopping list for a community trip or for a 
cooking activity.  Also included are blank checks and 
balance sheets that students can complete based on 
the total of the items on the shopping list.


